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Next Run No: 1759
Date: 17/03/2014
Start: Plymbridge Wood Car Park. Wrigley Side.
On Down: TBC
Hares: Golden Rivet and Sparky Shorts
Deja Pooh@Magpie Bridge c/o Ram Raider:
The pack was milling around @ Magpie Bridge, feeling it had been there before, but tonight it was
not raining which rather confused the pack. Ram Raider promised plenty of shiggy and then sent
everyone uphill away from the river. As the walking wounded were setting off, who should turn up
late at great speed but Uncle! She set off stalwartly on her own to catch up Barney and Minnie.
There was general approval for the run but surprise that Ram Raider had chosen to use the same
area as Dog Catcher, but perhaps he was anticipating the normal lack of dust laid by DC and
realised he could benefit by simply joining up the missing dust and give everybody a great run.
Billy and Scrotey however thought that Ram Raider had missed Dog Catcher’s run at Magpie
Bridge because he was still celebrating the Welsh Dragons’ win over France in the Six Nations
Rugby championship! Ram Raider has kept very quiet so far but there will be a lot of noise tonight
if Wales have beaten England.
Grace supported Ram Raider’s run by turning up at the pub rather than running because she
clearly knew that it was more like a slalom course without skis.
Back at the pub Underlay was asked by several people whether she had found her T-shirt which
she said had been stolen from the pub last week. Everybody had searched for it without success,
but she reported that she had found it on the back seat of her car underneath Well Laid’s sample
book. So apologies all round from Underlay and deep confusion from Well Laid who could not
remember putting his equipment on top of Underlay’s discarded clothing – had something been
happening in the back of the car? Well Laid was unable to run this week as he had hurt himself
practising his ballet moves when he fell over on the landing getting dressed. That boy always was
a bit of a worry!
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Nashers was heard to say that she is looking for a part-time job but does not want to pay tax, but
that in view of her age maybe she should be working with and helping the blind. She did not
explain any further.
Grandpa, Fergie and Plain Jane took part in the Bideford half marathon, and Bob came in third in
his age group (he did not say how many runners there were in the over 70s group). He really is
bionic.
Racey had a little bother with the handbrake on her car whilst parked in Tavistock. The word is
that she can’t pull it hard enough but Windy is not saying anything.
Henry and Luffy have bought their house and with Slush’s help are now knocking seven bells of
shit out of it so all is well with the world.
Gannet thought that it is worth mentioning in dispatches that Glanni drove his car to the Hash this
week. Apparently this news happened because Kate is anxious to discover whether, either on
Monday nights Glanni drinks lots of beer then falls asleep as soon as his head touches the pillow;
or he is genetically constructed such that he cannot drive after the weekend. We need to have a
full judicial review to solve this unprecedented phenomenon.
Remember to ask Ram Raider about the result of the Wales v. England rugby match – it’s only a
game, like the Hash!
ON, ON!
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